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Abstract— this paper presents a low-power
coordinate rotation digital computer (CORDIC)based reconfigurable discrete cosine transform
(DCT) architecture. The main idea of this paper is
based on the interesting fact that all the
computations in DCT are not equally important in
generating the frequency domain outputs.
Considering the importance difference in the DCT
coefficients, the number of CORDIC iterations can
be dynamically changed to efficiently tradeoff
image quality for power consumption. Thus, the
computational energy can be significantly reduced
without seriously compromising the image quality.
The proposed CORDIC-based 2-D DCT
architecture is implemented and experimental
results show that our reconfigurable DCT achieves
power savings ranging over the CORDIC-based
Loeffler DCT at the cost of minor image quality
degradations.

I INTRODUCTION
WITH THE explosive growth of
multimedia services running on portable
applications, the demand for lowpower
implementations of complex signal processing
algorithms is tremendously increasing. The most
significant part of multimedia systems are the
applications involving image and video
processing, which are very computationally
intensive and thus should be implemented with
low cost because of the limited battery lifetime of
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portable devices. Many previous research efforts
are focused on reducing power dissipation of
image and video applications. Especially, lowpower design of discrete cosine transform (DCT)
has been of particular interest, since DCT is one of
the most computationally intensive operations in
video and image compression, and it is widely
adopted in many standards such as JPEG, MPEG,
and H.264.
Since first proposed in 1959 , coordinate rotation
dig- ital computer (CORDIC) has been widely
used to calculate the trigonometric functions in
signal processing applications, such as QR
decomposition, fast Fourier transform, singular
value decomposition, and so on. Since CORDIC
can be simply implemented with the iterative operactions of additions and shifts, it has been widely
used for the multiplier less low-power DCT
architectures
CORDIC (for Coordinate Rotation Digital
Computer),also known as Volder's algorithm, is a
simple and efficient algorithm to calculate
hyperbolic and trigonometric functions, typically
converging with one digit (or bit) per iteration. It
is therefore also a prominent example of digit-bydigit algorithms. CORDIC and closely related
methods known as pseudo-multiplication and
pseudo-division or factor combining are
commonly used when no hardware multiplier is
available (e.g. in simple microcontrollers and
FPGAs),
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II EXISTING SYSTEM
A.

CORDIC Architecture
The basic principal of CORDIC is to
iteratively rotate a vector using a rotation matrix
[8], which is represented as follows:

In the CORDIC architecture, the amplitude
and argument of a given vector can be calculated
using the vectoring mode, while the sine and
cosine values of the given angle are obtained with
the rotation mode [28]. The hardware architecture
of the CORDIC iteration is shown in Fig.1, which
is referred as a crossing-architecture in the
following.
1)

Fig.1. Hardware architecture of CORDIC iteration.
After a series of iterations, the accumulated Ki
value in (3) is converged to a constant as follows:

Lookahead CORDIC Approach:

In the CORDIC equation shown in (1), to
calculate the output of the current stage, the
results from the previous stage iterations should
be computed first.. An example of four-iteration
step lookahead CORDIC [25]–[27] is shown in
(2). It is noteworthy that if the signbits σk , (k =
1,..., 4) are known ahead, the following stage
iterations can be directly computed using the
input vectors of the present stage iteration
without computing the intermediate results:

2)

Scale-Factor in CORDIC Operations:
In the CORDIC operation, the magnitude
of the rotated vector is scaled and accumulated
after every iteration according to the following
equation:
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where n is the number of iterations.
B. CORDIC-Based DCT Architecture
The 2-D DCT process is decomposed into an
1-D DCT (row DCT) followed by another 1-D
DCT (column DCT), which is expressed as the
following equation:

where x and Y are 8 × 8 size of image data
matrix and 2-D DCT transformed output matrix,
respectively. T is the 8 × 8 1-D DCT basis matrix.
The 2-D DCT process with separable 1-D DCT is
shown in Fig.2. The 8 × 8 1-D DCT transform is
expressed as
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A.
Data Priority Considered Look ahead
CORDIC Architecture
In the conventional CORDIC structure shown
in Fig. 1, due to the crossing-data path, changing
the number of iterations for two separate CORDIC
data paths is not feasible. To assign different
number of iterations to the two CORDIC data
paths, we adopt the look ahead CORDIC approach
in the proposed DCT architecture. As shown in
(2), the three-step look ahead CORDIC can be
expressed as follows:
Fig. 2. 8 × 8 2-D DCT processor with separable 1D DCT
The rearranged 1-D DCT equation is now
represented as vector rotation matrix together with
the consecutive CORDIC iterations as shown in
Fig..3. Now, DCT can be implemented using only
shifters and adders without multiplier [13]. Please
note that the sign-bits and the scale-factor are
known ahead since the input angles of CORDIC
module are given as the DCT bases

Fig.3. Hardware architecture of CORDIC-based 1D DCT.

III PROPOSED SYSTEM
PRIORITY-BASED
LOW-POWER
DCT
ARCHITECTURE USING LOOKAHEAD
CORDIC APPROACH
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Assuming that if the CORDIC results require
four iterations for x whereas three iterations are
needed for y, as shown in (2) and (9), the look
ahead CORDIC equation for both results can be
expressed as follows, which means that we can
separately calculate the two CORDIC outputs:

Fig.4 presents the difference between the
conventional crossing CORDIC architecture and
the look ahead-based approach. Table I shows the
iterations executed at ith stages and the
corresponding rotation direction σ (sign-bits). For
example, to rotate the vector by π/16, only the ith
iterations (i = 0, 1, 3, 10) are executed and the rest
of the iterations can be skipped for power savings.
The look ahead algorithm for π/16 CORDIC
rotator can be written as follows:
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based DCT architecture can be derived and its
detailed implementation is as follows. Fig. 3.2(a)
shows the hardware architecture of the proposed
CORDIC-based DCT. Inside the CORDIC
module, the lookahead CORDIC is derived using
the parameters in Table I.

Fig.4. Differences between (a) crossingarchitecture and (b) look ahead approach-based
architecture of CORDIC module.

B.
Proposed Low-Power CORDIC-Based
DCT Architecture

The scale-factors are also specified in
Table II. An example of the look ahead CORDIC
algorithm for 7π/16 rotation and the corresponding
scale-factors are presented in the equations shown
in Fig. 5(b). To reduce the number of iterations,
the high shift-terms are removed as presented in
Section III-A, the implementation of which is
specified in the solid lines of Fig. 5(b). We further
reduce the less important components considering
the data priorities in DCT coefficients. In Fig.
5(b), a CORDIC output, Kx , is more important
than Ky as it is used later for X(1), whereas Ky is
needed for the higher frequency component, X(7).
Thus, the high shift-terms for y and Ky are further
removed, which is expressed as the dotted lines in
Fig. 5(b). In the proposed hardware architecture,
all the shift components for each of look ahead
CORDIC algorithm and the scale-factors are pre
computed using the look ahead CORDIC
equations. In Fig. 5(c), the numbers in the circle
represent the shift operation, and the black color
circle means the 2’s complement elements of the
shifted component, which are used for subtract
operations. The dotted line in Fig. 5(c) represents
the omitted computations, thus, the two results in
look ahead CORDIC modules have the different
number of terms, which leads to power savings
owing to the smaller number of iterations

As mentioned in the last part of Section
III-A, considering the data priorities in DCT
coefficient, high shift-term of the look ahead
CORDIC can be carefully removed, which has the
same effect with the less number of CORDIC
iterations. Because the less number of CORDIC
iterations means the CORDIC with low
computational complexity, a low-power CORDIC-
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Design summary:

Simulation results:

Fig. 5(a) Hardware architecture of the proposed
low-power CO55RDIC-based 1-D DCT. (b) An
example of look ahead CORDIC algorithm (7π/16)
and (c) its hardware architecture.

IV RESULTS
Proposed results:

V CONCLUSION
Design summary:

Simulation results:

In the conventional DCT architecture, all the
computations are not equally important in
generating the frequency domain outputs. This
paper presented a low-power CORDIC based DCT
architecture, where the importance differences in
DCT coefficients were efficiently exploited to
allocate the numbers of CORDIC iterations and
internal data bit-widths. Look ahead CORDIC
architectures were effectively used to get over the
inherent data-dependencies in the conventional
crossing-architecture of CORDIC. The proposed
reconfigurable CORDIC-based DCT architecture
can dynamically change the tradeoff modes with
the power savings compared with the CORDICbased Loeffler DCT architecture.
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